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Introduction
As wonderful as it would be to simply make all
negative customer feedback disappear, review
management is a bit trickier. Most sites have strict
policies in place around review removal. In most
cases, reviews can only be removed if they are fake
or violate speciﬁc terms and conditions, and the
removal can only be done by the review site itself.
Besides, while many customers want to see that you
have lots of high star reviews, seeing a few low star
reviews gives your business is more credibility.
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So how can you
make sure
negative reviews
don’t damage
your business?

Better yet, how can you turn negative reviews into positive
customer experiences and attract new customers?
In this ebook, we will share effective ways to engage in a dialogue with
your disgruntled customers and turn negative reviews into positive
customer experiences. For example, many times, customers turn to
review sites simply because they want to be heard. Acknowledging the
customer’s concerns could help cool down the rage and maybe even
win loyalty back. Who knows? The customer might even update or
delete the review if you handle the issue well enough.

The important thing to remember is, even if you might be frustrated, “the
customer is always right”. Responding to bad reviews with accusations
comes off as unprofessional and defensive rather than attentive and
caring. If your business has some less-than-awesome online reviews,
stay calm. Bad reviews happen to everyone! Even the nastiest customer
feedback can be overshadowed by enough positive reviews and
proactive responses from you. Handling negative online reviews is an
inevitable part of running a business. In this ebook, we’ll show you how
to use it to your advantage.
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Why are negative
reviews important?
With fake reviews on the rise, customers approach
reviews with a healthy level of cynicism and crave
authenticity. A mix of a few negative with many
positive reviews helps customers believe that all your
reviews are genuine. In addition to increasing
customers’ trust in your business, negative reviews
are a great way to pinpoint areas where you can
improve business operations. We call this the
customer feedback loop.
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This simple three-step process will help you make the
most out of all reviews, both negative and positive.
1

A customer posts a review after a service or transaction.

2

You respond to the review accordingly — either thanking the
customer or acknowledging their issue.
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If the review is positive, use that information to replicate
positive performance.

If it’s negative, make appropriate improvements to
products and services to prevent the problem from
happening again.

Customer reviews are the most authentic advertisement. Nearly 95% of customers consult online reviews before making a purchase
decision1. It’s not just the star ratings that matter to them, either. Customers value newer reviews over old ones — 44% of them
2

consider reviews older than a month irrelevant . New reviews give customers an accurate picture of how your business is performing
and what they can expect should they choose to purchase from you.
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1. http://spiegel.medill.northwestern.edu/_pdf/Spiegel_Online%20Review_eBook_Jun2017_FINAL.pdf
2. https://www.brightlocal.com/learn/local-consumer-review-survey/#q1

Uh-oh, you
got a negative
review. What
should you do?

Positive business reviews are welcomed with open arms, but here’s the twist: negative
reviews can be more beneﬁcial because growth requires feedback. When you get a bad
review, try to remember that the review is simply feedback. No person or business is
perfect and you should expect that not all customer experiences will be ﬁve stars.
Absorb negative feedback as constructive criticism–your customers may be complaining,
but they’re still taking the time to engage with you which gives you a chance to turn their
experience around.
Negative online reviews are only posted by customers who care and want to know you
care too. Dig deep into customer reviews to pinpoint the issue. You’ll see customers
sometimes vent in long-winded rants, and the actual problem is diﬃcult to identify within
that hurricane of emotion. Comments like “worst service” or “horrible quality” are harsh
and vague, which can be hard to receive and diﬃcult to defend. Remember, when
customers post negative reviews, they believe their complaint is valid whether it truly is
or not. This means even if they aren’t in the right, something led them to believe they were.
If you can identify what that something is, you have the opportunity to bridge the gap,
address concerns, improve your business, and stop it from leading to a negative
reputation. In your response, clear up any misunderstandings to prevent any future
confusion from potential customers.

“A gracious response can
transform livid customers into
loyal ones.”
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How to turn negative feedback
into positive experiences
Don’t react — respond. Step 1: take a big inhale and exhale. Step 2:
address customer complaints promptly and thoroughly: 69% of
customers attribute their positive customer service experience to a swift
resolution of their issue3.
Timely responses show respect, but rushed responses are dangerous. If
the negative feedback strikes a nerve, wait until you’ve calmed down to
plan out your reply. Take a walk around the block, watch a funny cat
video, whatever works. Fight the knee-jerk urge to defend your business,
even if the negative feedback is unfair. The shorter the conversation, the
better. Also, account for the setting: if bad customer reviews are posted
on public sites, whatever you say is visible to everyone. Even in private
exchanges, remember that a customer can always take anything you
say to a public forum. Then begin carefully choosing your words.
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3. https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/94678726-the-need-forspeed-why-customer-service-needs-to-be-faster-than-ever

Appreciate the voice of the customer. As mentioned above,
negative feedback really can beneﬁt your business. Without complaints,
a problem may continue repeatedly and possibly worsen. Let your
customers know you sincerely appreciate their feedback; even if you had
to take a cold bath to quell your fury, don’t let it show. Swallow your
pride, thoughtfully acknowledge your customer’s dissatisfaction and
thank them respectfully for their feedback. A gracious response can
transform livid customers into loyal ones. Ending the conversation on a
positive note can spin a customer complaint into an outstanding
customer experience that other customers will see and be attracted to.
Remember, potential customers searching online for reviews expect to
see some negative ones. Often times, negative feedback can help
validate the positive reviews. On top of that, if they see you responding
quickly and solving problems they will be even more attracted to
your business.

Provide evidence of customer experience improvement. If you
were able to take immediate steps to resolve the problem, let the
customer know in your initial response. Otherwise, outline the steps you
will take to ﬁx it. If the issue was not promptly resolved before your
response, follow-up once you’ve made changes so that the customer
knows you really listened.
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You’re really busy?
Here’s a shortcut.

When you’re running a business, you probably don’t have time to even see all your reviews much
less respond to them. On top of that, when you’ve had a busy day, the last thing you have time
or emotional bandwidth for is responding to a negative review. One way you can make it easier
is having a few response templates ready to go when you do receive a negative review. Having
a template helps you respond professionally and automate the above steps. You’ll want to have
a few so that your responses are varied and still come off to the customer as genuine.
Sometimes you might have more context and be able to provide a more in-depth response, but
in general, having a few templates in your back pocket will make responding effortless. Let’s try
making one now:

EXERCISE
Imagine a scene where you have had a poor experience and wrote a negative review for a
business. Write the response you’d like to receive.
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Great work! Here are a few more examples of how you can respond to negative reviews:
The short but sweet:
“Hi (Name), thank you for taking the time to share this feedback with us, I’m so sorry to hear that
(refer to their speciﬁc experience). Please reach out to us directly at (public contact information)
so we can get this sorted out for you.”

If you have tried to contact the customer before:
“Hi (Name), not sure if you received my voicemail, I tried contacting you to discuss this issue. I
apologize that somewhere along the line we failed to meet your expectations, and I’d love for you
contact me at your convenience so I can make it right. You can reach me at (public contact
information). Thanks, [your ﬁrst name]”

Case of mistaken identity or a fake reviewer:
“Hi (Name), are you sure you have the right (business name?) We have no records of
current or former clients with your name. Please contact us at (public contact information)
if you think we’re mistaken.”

There are many approaches for responding to feedback. You need to make sure you respond in a way that aligns with your business and your values.
Whether that’s cracking a friendly light-hearted joke or stating some high-level facts, proving you care about your customers will counteract lots of
the damage from your negative reviews.
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Small team?
No problem.
Here’s the thing: your prospective customers will
see those negative reviews whether you do or not,
so you need to get to them ﬁrst. As a small
business owner with an endless to-do list, the
thought of searching for all your negative reviews
across a bunch of review sites might sound
daunting, not to mention responding to each
review in a timely manner. The good news is, you
don’t need a whole team dedicated to review
management, you just need the right tool, the right
strategy, and a dash of determination.
Let’s start with ﬁnding the right tool.
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For a small business with limited staff, look for a review
management tool that is:

Easy to use: You don’t need a complex piece of
technology stressing you out, you need a tool you can learn
quickly with little or no training.

Automatic: If managing your reviews is another manual
task, it’s probably not going to get done. Sure, it will make
that to-do list, but it will only get checked off some of the
time, putting you at risk of overlooking a negative review.

Comprehensive: The best review management tools
don’t just send you new review alerts or send out review
requests. They also take care of everything in between, like
your online presence, your social media, and your reporting.
You might not have time to lay out a whole strategy -- the
right tool has a strategy built-in so you don’t even have to
think about it.
The right tool lets you connect with every customer without
taking time away from running your business.
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How Reputation Builder can help
Reputation Builder’s review management and marketing platform provides your business with the tools to take total control of your online
reputation. Reputation Builder brings all your reviews from 250+ sites into one place so you can monitor and respond to them quickly, while
automatically collecting more reviews from your customers. Reputation Builder makes review management easy by:

•

Sending automatic review requests to your customers

•

after a transaction or service and directing them to third-

Offering automatic review responses for times when you’re
too busy even for one click.

party review sites that matter most to you.
•
•

Alerting you the instant you receive a new review so you

Automatically promoting your best reviews to your social
media pages to reach more prospective customers.

can respond right away and solve issues before they
escalate into full-ﬂedged problems.
•

•

Providing you with review response templates for quick
one-click responses.

Don’t let bad customer reviews get you down. Instead, use them to
connect with your customers and nip issues in the bud to keep your
online reputation squeaky clean.
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Providing detailed reports of your review volume and ratings
progress over time so you can see exactly how and where
your online reputation management efforts are paying off.

Find Out More

And see how Clinic Builder can help your
practice manage negative reviews, get new
reviews and get new patients with one easy
solution.
www.clinicbuilder.com

